Clearing the
debris of
Communism

The grounds of St Petersburg Catholic seminary

Catholic and Orthodox leaders
from Russia journeyed to Syria in
September 2017 to oﬀer help and
solidarity to Christian refugees.
It was their second trip to the region
– the ﬁrst took place in April 2016 after
Pope Francis and Patriarch Kirill expressed
the necessity of helping the region’s
faithful at their historic meeting. ACN was
involved in organising the visits – and
their importance in building relations
between Catholic and Orthodox both in
Russia and in the Middle East cannot be
underestimated.
The trip included seeing the work ACN
is doing supporting Christian refugee
families in Zahle, Lebanon, providing
food, shelter and other essentials.
Over the course of the war the Melkite
Diocese of Zahle has welcomed 800
Syrian families – more than 6,000 people
– ﬂeeing conﬂict and persecution.
Metropolitan Hilarion of the Russian
Orthodox Church said: “It is important
that Christians in the East should unite
their eﬀorts for aid to the suﬀering
compatriots in order to restore peace
and accord in their countries.”
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Tomorrow’s priests are
being trained at the Catholic
Seminary of Mary, Queen of
the Apostles in St Petersburg
– to minister to Russia’s
Catholics, who clung to their
faith in secret during decades
of Communist repression.
The historic seminary
building was returned to
the Church in a terrible
condition following the fall of
Communism. Initially, they
could only use the ﬁrst ﬂoor,
and seminarians crammed
into the limited space
available – but gradually work
is continuing to allow more

New life in Russia’s
frozen wastelands
ACN’s Neville Kyrke-Smith reports back

seminarians to pursue their
vocation. It was marvellous to
see what work has been done
since my previous visits – I
remember my ﬁrst visit in the
1990s when they were still
clearing debris.
This year ACN will again be
helping cover their costs with
a contribution of £70,000. The
investment is worth it, as men
like Aleksandr from Moscow,
Sergej from Novosibirsk
and Oleg from Vitebsk in
Belarus were able to follow
their vocation, and are now
ministering to the faithful.
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A hundred
years after
the Russian
revolution saw the country caught
in the iron grip of Communism, I was
privileged to return to see once more
how the Faith is ﬂourishing in Russia
following the collapse of the USSR.
What stood out from my trip were the
bridges that have been built, and are
in the process of being built, between
the Catholic and Orthodox Churches.
At St Petersburg’s Catholic Seminary,
students – who are being supported

through your generosity – are studying
modern media communications
alongside Orthodox seminarians.
In Stavropol – whose name means
City of the Cross – we are working
with the Russian Orthodox to support
a centre helping women in crisis
situations. And the local Orthodox
Church is helping the city’s new Catholic
chapel as it goes through the process of
registration. Ecumenical encounters are
at the heart of our work in Russia.
We are building on the prophetic vision
and work of ACN’s founder Fr Werenfried

Helping the suﬀering Church today
www.acnuk.org

van Straaten. Echoing Pope John Paul
II he called for “The Church to breathe
with both lungs and proclaim the
Gospel… across the frozen spiritual
wastelands of the East.” But today
these frozen wastelands are beginning
to thaw, we are seeing the shoots of a
Springtime of Faith – thanks to you, our
benefactors, who have supported vital
faith-building projects.
I pray that Our Lady of Fatima
will continue to watch over Russia’s
Christians and the work of Aid to the
Church in Need.
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Finding
the God
of love

Going back to the old Catholic
Church (in a round about way)

Neville with members of the congregation after Mass in the old framers’ workshop

Seminarian Vladimir

Vladimir, a seminarian at Stavropol
Orthodox Theological Seminary, told
me of his incredible journey:
“I came to the Church through Islam.
I am from Mozdok in north Ossetia
where there are a great number of
Muslims. Friends started to teach me
Arabic and the Qur’an. I spoke to my
brother who said you should ﬁrst learn
Christianity – as I was baptised even
though my parents never went to
church – and then take a decision.
“Through study and with the help
of an old priest I discovered a love
for Christ – and comparing the Qur’an
and the Bible I understood that the
teaching of Christ is the teaching of
love. I asked ‘Where is the source of
this love?’ and I found that in God.”
In 1920 the seminary
was closed by Soviet
authorities – many of its
1,000 seminarians became
martyrs. But today there
are 219 young men training
for the priesthood – and
we are giving the seminary
the equivalent of c.£265 for
each of them. Pro-Rector
Fr Paul Somojlenko told
me, students have “an
inner calling to take up
the cross and change
the world.”

Oﬀering the hope of
life and resurrection
Covered in snow: the chapel at the rehabilitation centre in Sapernoye

Father Sergij Belkov showed me two
of the centres for recovering addicts
he has set up – he told me they have
an 80 percent success rate.
At Torfjanoe I met six young women
from diﬀerent parts of Russia and
one from Ukraine. They are mostly
in their early twenties. Alexandra, a
former addict who has returned to be
a volunteer, told me what a diﬀerence
the centre has made: “This changed
everything – everything in life,
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In Stavropol we went to Sunday Mass
in an old framers’ workshop, which
acts as the Catholic chapel – between
20 and 30 people squeezed in. But
this small community is on the move.
The old church was seized by the
Soviets and split up into ﬂats for the
party elite. Fr Jaroslaw Mitrzak – the
ﬁrst Catholic priest permanently
resident in Stavropol since the 1917
Revolution – has bought one of these
ﬂats to convert to a chapel. ACN has
provided c.£53,000 for the work.

@acnuk

in relationships and with all people.
Now I am a practicing Christian.
I love my work here and would like
to volunteer here for a year or more.
Afterwards I want to become a vet.”
In Sapernoye, 65 miles north of Saint
Petersburg, I meet some of the 45 young
men at another centre, located on the
edge of the woods. It has its own chapel
and each day begins with forty minutes
of prayer and reﬂection – and each day
ends with prayer too.
Fr Sergij tells me it all
began when he was
in a monastery near
St Petersburg: “Some
young drug addicts
came to the monastery
to seek help and to
save their lives. This
moved and inspired
me – I was struck by
the dependency on
drugs. In 1996 I started
the centre in Sapernoye
with four boys.” At the
centres, residents learn
practical skills they can

Alexandra who is
helping
recovering addicts

use after they leave. There are now
80 centres in Russia.
Fr Sergij says: “In our new centre
and farm being developed at
Krasnoarmeyskoe, with ACN help, we
hope to produce cheese. There are
presently six people there and the
church is being built – and we plan to
have up to seventy in time.” ACN has
promised more than £11,000 to cover
the cost of cheese making equipment
and for equipping a cattle stall where
the animals can be kept.
“Thank you to the benefactors of
ACN for giving pastoral and practical
help – you helped with the carpentry
machinery here, the kitchen and
store at Torfjanoe and also for the
farm at Krasnoarmeyskoe. We pray
every day for the benefactors, that is
our rule!”

Sheltering
women
in crisis
You never quite know what is going to
happen next when visiting ACN projects!
Along with Metropolitan Kirill and the
Mayor of Stavropol I was asked to open
a shelter for single mothers set up by the
Russian Orthodox Church.
The women have
either suﬀered violence,
been turned out of
their homes for refusing
to have abortions, or
are facing some other
crisis situation.
Going round the centre
we met the mothers and
their children. ACN gave
£22,000 to help renovate
the house, which can
accommodate up to

Fr Jaroslaw tells me: “We are very
grateful to the benefactors of ACN for
this chapel and as we open the chapel
we are opening up to the Catholic
community. Thank you!
“Everyday we pray for the
benefactors of ACN and we
understand that the donations given
are often from people who are not
rich. Our only way to thank you is to
pray! As a priest I regularly oﬀer Mass
for the benefactors.”
seven women. The intention is that
they will stay for around two months,
so that around 42 women can be
helped each year.
When the Pope met Patriarch Kirill
in 2016 they stressed the need to help
families – and ACN is also supporting
another centre in Nizhny Novgorod.
Metropolitan Kirill said: “There are no
boundaries to charitable love and no
borders across which God’s love cannot
reach. Thank you and may God bless
our dear friends at Aid to the Church
in Need.”

Metropolitan Kirill meeting a family
at the centre in Stavropol.

Please oﬀer hope by making a kind donation to support these and other similar projects around the world

www.acnuk.org/russia
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